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America under pressure of fear
and pre' dice, that-it is well worth
while o read on. This is not just
an I $ian novel; it is a historical
properly
an;l
interest should be kept incidental.
"

Apart from the women, this book - W
touches upon some deep eleis good reading. ~t drags occasion-I ments in the American character.
Mr. Arnold has made an attempt
to add timeliness to his book by
certain of his characters
prophetic references obintended to point up paral.~

attempts are too few
may be ignored.
The great history of the Apache

Indians. A few have dealt with too detailed. I assure any one who a book which will give any reader
of delightful evenings.
them incidentally or secondarily, likes an exciting story, full of hair- a
such as Hemingway. When he does
so, as in his remarkable, delicate
"Fathers and Sons," he writes of
The fact that they are
is incidental, which is
what we should expect of a truly
first-rate writer.
-The two best Indian novels so
'far are Fast's "The Last Frontier:
and M~CN=S
"Crazy Weather."
Both cause the reader to see the
Indians through the eyes of white
men; in both, white men, or (I
white boy, are central to the story,
although it is the Indians who
make it. These two writers have
effectively made their Indians into
human beings through giving us
a perception of them which is
human and understandable. The
rest of us have tried to turn ourselves into Indians and write from
inside something which we have
never been inside of. Without ex-I
ception we have become entangled
in the ethnology. Wt: have writteq
about -difF~rences, not likenesses,.
~h<>esultingbooks have, in some
cases, had popular success, but
they have been inevitably special
instead of universal. The writer
who most nearly overcame this
difficulty is the late - W
ton Comfort in his curious, poweru i l y written "Apache."
Gathews's
"Wah'kon-Tah" is 8
special- case; it is not truly fiction,
and the author is part Osage and
Ernest A. Bachrach
Elliott Arnold
was reared among the people of
whom he wrote.
The American Indian, taken
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one longs to see t

men against Cochise and

as a novel. As a straight

